
                                                                                                  

A CHEMISTRY PARTY 

A puppet show  

Characters: 

Sibo (actor in character) 

Puppets:  

Carbon, Oxygen (with dialogue) 

Oxygen2, Hygdrogen1 and Hydrogen2 (no dialogue) 

Short outline of the show: 

Sibo (little inquisitive girl) makes a mess by mixings household things together.  She is worried that her 

mother will be sore and wish that somebody could help her understand what happened with the mess.  A 

carbon atom-puppet appears to her rescue. Carbon explains what chemistry is by comparing the letters of 

the alphabet, which make all the words in a book, to the elements, which make all the matter in the 

universe.  Carbon introduces Sibo to the Periodic table of Elements and shows her some of the commonly 

known elements such as Carbon and Gold.  

Carbon explains to Sibo what atoms are by using an analogy between bricks in a house and atoms in an 

element.  

Next an Oxygen-puppet appears and join the discussion (recap new terms: chemistry, periodic table, atoms 

and elements. Oxygen introduce another new term: Molecules and show Sibo how atoms can “get 

together” to form molecules. O2 (humans need to breathe in) CO2 (gas we breathe out). Sibo use small 

polystyrene balls and tooth-picks to demonstrate the molecules and ask the audience to assist (choose a 

volunteer). Sibo also use hand signals to enforce the chemical formula.   They also introduce H2O with the 

help of two Hydrogen puppets.  

Next, all the extra puppets disappears, only carbon, oxygen and Sibo remains talking.  Sibo recaps what 

she learned but ask the puppets what all the chemistry has to do with the mess she made.  Carbon 

explains that Sibo did a chemical reaction and explains that not only explosions but also simple processes 

like baking are chemical reactions.  On closer inspection the mystery of the mess is solved. Sibo used 

ENO/baking soda instead of sugar.  

The Atoms are happy that Sibo now understand Chemistry and teach her and the audience the Chemistry 

song. (On the melody of: “If you are happy and you know it clap your hands”) 

If you love elements clap your hands (clap clap) 

If you love molecules clap your hands (clap clap) 

If you love chemistry like Sibo and like me… 

If you love chemistry clap your hands (clap clap)  

 

 



                                                                                                  

Script: 

Sibo:  Introduction and messy experiment (have to think about the experiment) 

Carbon: Appeared from nowhere    

Sibo: Oh hi, my mother is going to kill me today�. Can you help me to clean up? But who are you?  

Carbon: Hello friends! My name is Carbon. Can you guys tell what happened here? (Kids answer) 

Sibo: They saw what happened but what important is how I’m going to clean this mess up? Carbon, would 

you please help me before my mother comes back? 

Carbon: Looks like a chemistry experiment that went very wrong to me 

Sibo: Chemy… what? 

Carbon: Chemistry silly!! You know chemicals, molecules, elements, atoms and matter, you know, such 

everyday things. 

Sibo: Wait a minute Carbon, first thing first, what it chemistry? 

Carbon asks Sibo to take out the big book:  

Carbon: now tell me how letters are in this book? 

Sibo: It will take me all day to count, let the kids guess 

Carbon: No, no, no! Let me answer. Only 26. 

Sibo: WHAT? Only 26, no ways I don’t understand?  

Carbon: Let me explain. Kids, do you know the alphabet? ABC…all the way to Z! Now if you mix those 

letters around you can make all the different words in this big book.   

Sibo: Ok, I understand, the 26 letters in the alphabet can make all the different words in the bog book. 

Carbon: Yes, that is right. No Sibo just like there are 26 letters that make up all the words in the world 

there are just more than 100 elements that make up all the things that we can touch and see and smell.  

Everything is made up of the different elements… 

Sibo: WHAT, is everything made up of Elephants!?  

Carbon: No no noo…you silly goose, not elephants, elements. Let the kids repeat the word ELEMENTS 

Sibo: O, elements not elephants.  

Carbon: Yes. Elements, not elephants. And Sibo, you can find all these different elements in a list that we 

call the Periodic table of Elements. Kids can you say pe-ri-o-dic table of elements? Let kids repeat the term. 

Sibo, go look at the picture here this is a periodic table of elements 

Sibo: What a beautiful picture…but what is all these letters and numbers? 

Carbon: Well we call the whole picture the periodic table of the elements. The letters in the small blocks 

are the elements.  Let me give you an example.  Kids can you remember my name?  Yes, my name is 



                                                                                                  

Carbon. Well Sibo see if you can find me. My name is Carbon, and I am element number 6 on the periodic 

table. 

Sibo finds it and point it out to all kids on the periodic table.   

Sibo: My mother has this beautiful Gold ring, is it also an element?  

Carbon: Yes, Gold is also an element; look at element number. Wait for Sibo to find it. Yes well done, 

number 79 is Au (gold). Your mommy’s ring is made up of lots and lots of small gold atoms.   

Sibo: lot of small what??  

Carbon: Atoms, Sibo, the gold element that your mommy’s ring is made of is made up of lots and lots and 

lots of very small gold ATOMS.  

Sibo: What? Atoms, no Carbon, I don’t think I understand anymore. 

Carbon: Ok wait let me see how I can explain what atoms are. Aha…Friends, can you tell me: what is the 

wall/building made of? Kids answer. Yes, bricks. You need lots of small bricks to build a large wall.  Now 

just like you need lots of small bricks to build a large wall, every element is made up of lots and lots of very 

small atoms. 

Sibo: Ok, you should have said it like that from the beginning, now I understand.  The golf element in 

Mamma’s ring is made out of small gold atoms, like a wall is made of small bricks. Cool.  

Oxygen: Carbon, where have you been man we looked for you everywhere? 

Carbon: Oh hi Oxy! Sibo this is my friend Oxygen she is element number 8 on the periodic table. 

Sibo: Hello Oxygen please says Hi to my friends the kids. 

Oxygen: Hello friends! Are well? What are you guys talking about? 

Sibo: Carbon was teaching me chemistry. She was telling me about the periodic table of elements and 

atoms. 

Oxygen: Oh that’s brilliant! Did Carbon mention molecules? 

Sibo: Mole-cuila what? Now you also come up with your big words? 

Oxygen: No Sibo…Molecules, if two or more atoms come together something real cool can happen. We 

say that the atoms “bond” and form a “MOLECULE”.  Let me give you an exapmle: See Sibo, I am an 

Oxygen-atom and if I would get together with another oxygen atom we will form a Oxygen Molecule.  

Another oxygen puppet appears and the puppets display the bonding and molecule formation.   

Carbon: We also call this molecule O2  

Sibo: Oh I have heard of O2 is the gas we breathe in right. 

Oxygen: Yes Sibo you are right!  

Sibo: Wait let me see if I understand this bonding thing (Sibo builds the models) 

Carbon: Oh guys now you forgot I am here.  I hear you oxygen, but different element can also form 

molecules. Like CO2  



                                                                                                  

Oxygen: Ok Carbon, let us show Sibo a carbon dioxide molecule.  If one carbon atom, that is you carbon, 

gets together with two oxygen atoms you get a carbon dioxide molecule. Puppets show the bonding and 

molecule formation.  

Sibo: Oh cool!! But kids, have you heard of carbon dioxide before? Yes, CO2 is a gas we breathe out.  

Carbon: Wow you kids are clever.  Now everybody take a deep breath. Come on all of you…now hold it, 

hold it! And when you breathe our say CARBON DIOXIDE.  Repeat.  

Sibo: That’s really cool.  Chemistry is amazing but let me see if all of you understand. I will use them to 

demonstrate these molecules. (Sibo call the kids)  

 (Sibo build molecule with polystyrene CO2 ) and also show kids how to show formula making the letters 

with hand symbols. C-O-two 

Carbon: Kids do you want to see one more molecule? Ok but you have to guess what it is.  

Oxygen: Yes that is a good idea.  (Whisper something to Carbon) 

Carbon: Great! Ok kids here is a clue: we drink it, bath in it, use it to make tea, when it rains it fall form the 

sky 

Oxygen and carbon gives clues until kids guess water.  

Sibo: But, guys, isn’t water an element?   

Carbon:  No Sibo it is not an element, you will not find water on the periodic table of elements. It is a 

molecule made up of two Hydrogen atoms and one Oxygen atom. 

Oxygen: so kids if you want to see a water molecule you have to help us call Hydrogen. Everybody call 

Hyyy-drogen!! 

Sibo: O no, you guys have to do better than that: 1, 2, 3. Hyyy-drogen!! 

Oxygen and carbon almost blow away if kids call loud and then the two hydrogen-puppets appear 

Sibo: O wow kids say hello to the hydrogen atoms. Ok guys show me how to make a water molecule.  

Oxygen: Remember what we said, we need two hydrogen’s and if they come together with one 

oxygen…like this (demonstrate bonding and molecule formation) you have a water mmmmolecule!   

Sibo: O great! I will use my toys to see if the kids can build a water molecule.  Sibo call a volunteer to 

demonstrate with polystyrene balls and also teach the hand symbols for the formula. 

(For a young audience you might have to explain that big people call the alphabet letter H (huh), 

Heitch that is why we call water Heitch-Two-Oh)  

Hydrogen atoms exit.  

Oxygen: O wow that was fun, I think you learned a lot about how atoms can form molecules and how cool 

chemistry is, what do you say Carbon?  

Carbon: Yes, building molecules are fun!  And you are very good with chemistry Sibo… 



                                                                                                  

Sibo: For sure, guys I learned so much… but wait a minute…What does all of this have to do with the 

mess I made, my mommy will not be happy if she comes home and find this mess over here!  

Oxygen: What mess? What happened? 

Carbon: O yes kids, remember Oxygen was not here, will one of you please explain to Oxygen what 

happened 

Sibo choose a child to explain what happened 

Oxygen: Shame Sibo it sounds to me like chemical reaction happened.  

Carbon: Let’s look at what you did.  Bring the sugar here to us.  

Oxygen: Sibo! That is not sugar you used ENO, of course it will bubble!  

Carbon and Oxygen: You silly goose!  

Carbon: Now Sibo I hoped you learned something; you always have to read carefully because if you mix 

some things together, like ENO and water…you can get a chemical reaction!  

Sibo: Chemical reaction? But isn’t that just big explosions?  

Oxygen: No Sibo, did you know that you and even your mommy do chemical reactions all the time?  

Sibo: WHAT? No ways, not my mommy, she does not like clever things like chemistry!  

Oxygen: But Sibo, tell us, can she bake?  

Sibo: Ooh, yes my mommy can bake the best chocolate cake in the world! Hmm-Hmm!  

Carbon: Well then she can do chemistry! Kids what do you need to bake a cake? Ask audience for 

different ingredients. Yes!  Now if you mix all of those ingredients (they are different kinds of molecules) 

and you bake it change into a cake. And Sibo that change is a chemical reaction!  

Sibo: Wow really? That is so cool, so chemistry is not difficult, even my mommy can do it!  

Carbon: Listen Sibo, no we have to go… 

Oxygen: O wow, look at the time, Carbon, we have to go and do that chemical reaction!  

Sibo: No, do you really have to leave?  

Carbon: Well we have a few minutes…Oxygen; before we go shouldn’t we teach the kids the chemistry 

song?  

Oxygen: The chemistry song, what a great idea!  Sibo would you like to hear the chemistry song?  

Sibo: Sure! That would be fun; kids would you like to hear the chemistry Song?  

Carbon: Ok let us just warm up our voices Oxygen. Make a horrible notice trying to warm up the voices. 

Oxygen: Ok let’s go, 1 2 3!  

If you love elements clap your hands (clap clap) 

If you love molecules clap your hands (clap clap) 



                                                                                                  

If you love chemistry like Sibo and like me… 

If you love chemistry clap your hands (clap clap) 

 

Sibo: O that is great, but can you teach me the words nice and slowly?  

Carbon goes through the words of the song step by step, asking the audience to repeat each line.  

Carbon: OK kids but before you can sing along, let all of us warm up our voices. Encourage audience to 

make horrible noise.  

Oxygen: Ok let’s go all together, 1 2 3!  

If you love elements clap your hands (clap clap) 

If you love molecules clap your hands (clap clap) 

If you love chemistry like Sibo and like me… 

If you love chemistry clap your hands (clap clap) 

Sibo: Well done everybody. That was great! 

Oxygen: Now we better run Carbon, let’s say bye to all the kids and Sibo.  

Carbon and Oxygen: Bye kids, Bye Sibo!  

Sibo: Let’s wave bye to them kids! Bye! Wow kids I learned so much today about Chemistry and that 

everything is made of the different elements that we find on the periodic table of elements and that all the 

elements are made of small, small, small atoms and if these atoms get together they can form molecules! 

Wow chemistry is easy! Kids I have to clean up here before Mommy gets home, maybe she will bake a 

cake for me if the house is nice and clean, then I can tell her all about chemistry!  Bye friends!!! 

Sibo exist. 

The End 

 

 


